Hands-on – The Hello World! Program
Course Objectives

- You will learn how to write, build and run “Hello World!” on the Cell System Simulator
- Navigate through the basic build process and make files
- Familiarize with gcc and xlc compilers
- There are three different versions of “Hello World!” used in this session
  - PPE only,
  - SPE only, and
  - Cell BE, i.e. using both PPE and SPE

**Trademarks** - Cell Broadband Engine™ is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc.
How to get “Hello World!”

- **Pre-requisites**
  - Toolchain
  - Compiler

- **Build Process**

- **Source Code**
  - Makefiles
  - Source PPE
  - Source SPE

- **Simulator**
  - Getting the binary into the simulator
  - Running the binary
Three Different Versions of “Hello World!”

- PPE only
- SPE only
- Synergistic PPE and SPE
  - Synchronous
  - Asynchronous (to be introduced later)
“Hello World!” – PPE Only

- **PPU program**
  - just like any “Hello World!” program one would write

```c
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    printf("Hello world!\n");
    return 0;
}
```

- **Makefile**
  - `make.footer` included to set up compiler and compiler flags
  - `PROGRAM_ppu` tells make to use PPC cross-compilation

```
PROGRAM_ppu = hello_ppu
include $(CELL_TOP)/make.footer
```

**PROGRAM_ppu** tells make to use PPC compiler
“Hello World!” – SPE Only

- **SPU Program**

```c
#include <stdio.h>

int main()
{
    printf("Hello world!\n");
    return 0;
}
```

- **SPU Makefile**

```
PROGRAM_spu := hello_spu
include $(CELL_TOP)/make.footer
```

**PROGRAM_spu tells make to use SPE compiler**
Synergistic PPE and SPE (SPE Embedded)

- Applications use software constructs called SPE contexts to manage and control SPEs.
- Linux schedules SPE contexts from all running applications onto the physical SPE resources in the system for execution according to the scheduling priorities and policies associated with the runnable SPE contexts.
- libspe provides the means for communication and data transfer between PPE threads and SPEs.
How a PPE program embeds an SPE program?

- 4 basic steps must be done by the PPE program
  - Create an SPE context.
  - Load an SPE executable object into the SPE context local store.
  - Run the SPE context. This transfers control to the operating system, which requests the actual scheduling of the context onto a physical SPE in the system.
  - Destroy the SPE context.
SPE context creation

- **spe_context_create** - Create and initialize a new SPE context data structure.

  ```c
  #include <libspe2.h>
  spe_context_ptr_t spe_context_create(unsigned int flags,
                                       spe_gang_context_ptr_t gang)
  ```

  - **flags** - A bit-wise OR of modifiers that are applied when the SPE context is created.
  - **gang** - Associate the new SPE context with this gang context. If NULL is specified, the new SPE context is not associated with any gang.
  - On success, a pointer to the newly created SPE context is returned.
**spe_program_load**

- **spe_program_load** - Load an SPE main program.

  ```c
  #include <libspe2.h>

  int spe_program_load (spe_context_ptr_t spe,
                        spe_program_handle_t *program)
  ```

  - `spe` - A valid pointer to the SPE context for which an SPE program should be loaded.
  - `program` - A valid address of a mapped SPE program.
spe_context_run

- **spe_context_run** - Request execution of an SPE context.

```c
#include <libspe2.h>

int spe_context_run(spe_context_ptr_t spe, unsigned int *entry, unsigned int runflags, void *argp, void *envp, spe_stop_info_t *stopinfo)
```

- `spe` - A pointer to the SPE context that should be run.
- `entry` - Input: The entry point, that is, the initial value of the SPU instruction pointer, at which the SPE program should start executing. If the value of entry is SPE_DEFAULT_ENTRY, the entry point for the SPU main program is obtained from the loaded SPE image. This is usually the local store address of the initialization function `crt0`.
- `runflags` - A bit mask that can be used to request certain specific behavior for the execution of the SPE context. 0 indicates default behavior.
- `argp` - An (optional) pointer to application specific data, and is passed as the second parameter to the SPE program.
- `envp` - An (optional) pointer to environment specific data, and is passed as the third parameter to the SPE program.
- `stopinfo` - An (optional) pointer to a structure of type `spe_stop_info_t`
spe_context_destroy

- **spe_context_destroy** - Destroy the specified SPE context.

  ```
  #include <libspe2.h>
  int spe_context_destroy (spe_context_ptr_t spe)
  ```

- **spe** - Specifies the SPE context to be destroyed
- On success, 0 (zero) is returned, else -1 is returned
“Hello World!” – Synergistic PPE and SPE (SPE Embedded)

- **SPU program**
  - Same as for SPE only

- **SPU Makefile**

```makefile
PROGRAM_spu := hello_spu
LIBRARY_embed := hello_spu.a
include $(CELL_TOP)/make.footer
```
“Hello World!” – PPU program

```c
#include <errno.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <libspe2.h>

extern spe_program_handle_t hello_spu;

int main(void)
{
    spe_context_ptr_t speid;
    unsigned int flags = 0;
    unsigned int entry = SPE_DEFAULT_ENTRY;
    void * argp = NULL;
    void * envp = NULL;
    spe_stop_info_t stop_info;
    int rc;

    // Create an SPE context
    speid = spe_context_create(flags, NULL);
    if (speid == NULL) {
        perror("spe_context_create");
        return -2;
    }

    // Load an SPE executable object into the SPE context local store
    if (spe_program_load(speid, &hello_spu)) {
        perror("spe_program_load");
        return -3;
    }

    // Run the SPE context
    rc = spe_context_run(speid, &entry, 0, argp, envp, &stop_info);
    if (rc < 0)
        perror("spe_context_run");

    // Destroy the SPE context
    spe_context_destroy(speid);
    return 0;
}
```

DIRS = spu
PROGRAM_ppu = hello_be1
IMPORTS = spu/hello_spu.a -lspe2 -lpthread
include $(CELL_TOP)/make.footer

PPU Makefile
PPE and SPE Synergistic Programming

#include <errno.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <libspe2.h>
extern spe_program_handle_t hello_spu;

int main(void)
{
    // Run the SPE context
    rc = spe_context_run(speid, &entry, 0, argp, envp, &stop_info);
    ....
}

#include <stdio.h>

int main(unsigned long long speid, unsigned long long argp, unsigned long long envp)
{
    printf("Hello world!\n");
    return 0;
}
Quick review of the build process and transfer of binaries from host to simulated systems
Build Process

- SPE Source (.c, .cpp) → SPE Compiler → SPE Objects (.o) → Embed SPE Utility
- PPE Source (.c, .cpp) → PPE Compiler → PPE Objects (.o) → PPE Linker

Cell Executable
- PPE Module
- SPE Module
- SPE Module
- SPE Module
- SPE Module

✓ Make scripts are available to automate the build process
Build the code

- **CELL_TOP set to directory containing make header & footer**
  - make.footer contains all the complicated build rules

- **Place SPU code in a subdirectory of directory containing PPC code**
  - e.g. subdirectory name is ‘spu’

- **Makefile for PPC code:**
  - DIRS = spu
  - PROGRAM_ppu = <PPU_executable_name>
  - IMPORTS = <spu_executable-embed.a> -lspe2 -lpthread
  - include $(CELL_TOP)/make.footer

- **Makefile for SPU code:**
  - PROGRAM_spu := <SPU_executable_name>
  - LIBRARY_embed = <spu_executable-embed.a>
  - include $(CELL_TOP)/make.footer
How to Exchange Files between Host and Simulator

- **callthru**
  - A command issued from a simulated windows
  - “backdoor” communication mechanism for the simulated environment to communicate with the host environment
  - Useful for bringing in files to the simulated environment without shutting down and restarting the simulator
  - Example: (binary host → simulator)
    - `callthru source /opt/cell_class/Hands-on/hello_ppu/hello_ppu > hello_ppu`
    - `chmod 755 hello_ppu`
    - `./hello_ppu`
  - Example (result file simulator → host)
    - `callthru sink /home/systemsim-cell/results/result_file < cat result_file`
    - exporting result files out of the simulated environment for later inspection
Running the Binary

- Start the simulator
  - `# cd /opt/ibm/systemsim-cell/run/cell/linux`
  - `#../run_gui`
  - Hit “Go”
Execute Binary

- From the simulated windows, bring executable into the simulator by using the callthru utility, e.g.,
  - `callthru source /opt/cell_class/Hands-on/hello_ppu/hello_ppu > hello_ppu`

- Execute binary
  - `chmod 755 hello_ppu`
  - `./hello_ppu`

Tip!
Copy binary to `/tmp/`<exe> on host to shorten the filename
Building three types of the hello world! program
Directory Structure

/opt/cell_class/Hands-on/ (or /opt/cell_class_/Hands-on-21/hello)
- hello_ppu
- hello_spu
- hello_be1 (hello_be1-sync)
  - spu
Hands-on Exercise

1. Create a directory hello_ppu, write a hello world ppu program and create a Makefile, then compile and execute it as a standalone ppu program

2. Create a directory hello_spu, write a hello world spu program and create a Makefile, then compile and execute it as a standalone spu program

3. Create a directory hello_be1, and write a ppu program that calls an spu program to write hello world. Create all ppu and spu makefiles. Compile and execute those programs to demonstrate the basic structure of a simple PPE-SPE software synergy model (PPE-single SPE model)
Summary

- Understand the basic differences between a ppu, spu, and BE program
- Understand the embedded concept of a cellBE program
- Understand the contents of different Makefile
- Compile and execute different types of cell programs
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